
POTTERY MANUFACTURE IN ROMAN EGYPT 

A NEW PAPYRUS 

By HELEN COCKLE 

Our knowledge of the pottery industry in ancient Egypt has so far been derived from 
sculptured reliefs showing potters at work, from a few excavationis of kilns and from chemical 
analyses of pottery wares. Documentary evidence has now come to light in the form of three 
pottery leases from Oxyrhynchus, all dated to the middle of the third century A.D. 

They are so closely related in subject-matter, terminology, date and the names of the 
contracting parties that I publish in full only the earliest and most complete (which I shall 
refer to as A); but I include references to the more significant details of the other two 
(B and C).1 Their importance lies in the fact that they reveal a remarkably large scale 
industry, and also much concerning the techniques and terminology of the pottery industry, 
especially the names of the clays used and the sizes of the jars. 

Text 

Provenance: Oxyrhynchtus I3*8 x 295 cm. 5 September, A.D. 243 

Top 

AOp[qiaitc AEo]vTrapoUTr Kac TAoucvci Kai cc XpTaTirEral St& Au- 
p [riou ... ]pabpou 6-roTvp&rro lTap& AupTlMiouv lTancioc 'HxacCTcr- 
TE[OC IIrTp6]9 EOcxTcoOioc KcayElVOpEVy ?V K6PT EViTra 
K [papicoc o]'VIKoO Kmpaov. EKOUCicoC E'1?Xopat uIceccacOai 

5 ?1T XpoVoV ETfI 8vo a0TT6 TOJ OVTOC pTlVOC ECe TOU 'VECTTOC 
G (EroUc) Tr6 (vrarpXov VPEIV EV E7TUOKiC PEy&?\ KTflpaTOC 7ipi 2EVE- 
Tr-ra KEpapc?IEOV OIVIKOU KEpXaOU CUV TaiC TOJTOJ Kapapaic 
Kai KapEtiV) Kai ?U0Cf KEpapEUTv1KC Kai TOIC a?aAOic XPf- 
CT-lTIOIC, E?T T ar j KOr ETOC TrAaCaI PEIV Kal 6ricat 

10 Kai ucroKyaval c iI ai wcccAi KOv(pa EOTUPUYXK1T1KcT TETp- 

X [o]a A?EyOEva apit0pi5 pvupa&a piav Kac TrEVTaKICXEI- 
?Ia, 5ITrAOK8papa EKcrov t TTEVTTKOvra, bi)Xoc bKaTOv 1TTEv- 

TlKOvTra, vpcov TrapExouc 0v Xo0V XuVOYylov 
Kai &PPOyEIOV Kal PE[6(]FyE10V Kai -TTpbc -ri KaEIVCO 

15 T& avirapKrl KavJpaTaKiC 'vaTra Etc Tlv 8EgaEvv 
i5q[i] TrpOC lrICCOKOiCiaV TriCCrC 6Auic ITpC 'AAivnc 

c v 
cC TfiEV]J ptl[jpaac(c pIuC -aravTa AI'KQoct E, Eo 6S TraP- 

Xov-roc EpavTrc TovC cuTapKEIC -TraCTaC Kac iToupyoCic 
Kai UrroKavCTrac Kami NaIpp&OVTOC 0-rrrp piceoU pO6vcoV 

20 TrCAv a6TrAOKEpaccov COC TCOV EKaTrOV 5paXp'ac Tpi6KoV- 
Ta 8tio Kai UiTrEp EKTraKTOrJ Tov C -c ipia8oc OIOVO KEpapia 81o 
O5OvC KEpapia 5vo. T&c SE CuVayOPvac T-CV piceOG$iv 

SpaXp&c TETpa1CXE1<(i2ac oKTaKOCiaC aTro?tWpyopat KaT E- 

TOC TaTc&E TaTc S6CECI, a&T Ecbe E?CoC TTaX&)V KaTa pi-1- 

1 I am grateful to the Egypt Exploration Society 
for permission to publish A (inv. no. 36 4B. 99/j(6)) 
and to refer to B and C (inv. nos. 37 4B. 87/G(3)a 
and 38 3B. 85/A(3-5)c, dated respectively to 
2z September, A.D. 26o and sometime before 
A.D. 269). A short discussion of them was presented 
at the XVI International Congress of Papyrology 
held in Newv York in July, I980. All three texts will 
appear in a forthcoming volume of The Oxyrhynchus 
Papyri. I should also like to thank Professor F. G. B. 
Millar for the opportunity to present an earlier ver- 
sion of this paper at a seminar held at the Institute of 

Classical Studies, London and D. Hagedorn, J. 
Hengstl, C. Hope, K. Hopkins, H. G. T. Maehler, 
P. J. Parsons, J. R. Rea and many others who have 
expressed interest and offered helpful criticisms and 
comments on the texts. Dr. Hengstl will publish an 
article on their legal aspects in Studies for A. Biscardi. 
A list of the standard papyrological abbreviations 
used here is to be found in E. G. Tumer, Greek 
Papyri (2nd ed., 1980). 

The term ' lease ' is used in this article in the 
meaning that it has in English common law. 
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25 va pXpa( c TETpcKOCiac T, laivvl 'ETrEi EiC UTrOK6aUCIV KaTa vn- 
va 8paXpuac TrEVTaKOCiac, MECop' T&c \o-rrrac SpaXp&c 

1acKociac. Eav 8e [E-Ta TOV rrpoKEI1uEVov apOov ETE- 
pa Koupca wraccco Kal To1JTCOV XpELaV EX)TQTa, E?ECTar u- 

1AE1V fac(cTaNai ara ka#v [o]v-r6c pou rcapx' CVI5v 
30 TOV 'ICOV pI'CeOV Kai Tf)V TriCCaY c av Ta a-r\a Kaaa Oa9iO-* 

TflTCX TOU 'rrp9KEIAVVou qp!OOv. E MO1EV1IC P IOI 
TlC E`rIoXrlC Tapa8wc C.)C Ta TrPOKE1IEva Kovqpa E- 

-rri TCAv TroV OurTOU KEpC"qpIOV yvyjqcov acro XIE- 
pIVr C 1T2'CECOC KQC\CATC @rTEva Kai TrE-TICC OKO- 

35 7rnrrva rro T-rvepVOC PXpl XELA&$V PT ITE186(V)- 
TCa Xcopic eEpaTEUCiVCoV Kai <E(>-rrictvcV EKaCTOv TETpa- 

xOOV XCOpOVVTOC PEXpI X.iVAOV KOcrNaC Ma~ipia- 
vac EIKOCI Kai ETil TE2\Et rOU XpvO'vo TrcapaScbCCO TO avI- 
TO KEpapElov KaecpoV a&ro crro5oO Kai 6cTpa&K1cv 

40 yEIVo,VlEVTC TflC TrpaECA)Cc COc KaeOfKEI PE'VOVTOC 
TOU ?.oyou 7TEpi C'JV ECav yavx(C 6q)EiACOV. P wIr16 [O- 
xP KUpia Kcai -TrEpCq[-r]n EIC 6o,y7lca. (Erouc)." 
AV roKparopoc KaGicapoc MaNPKOu 'AVTCVrOvi Fopbiavo0 
Eic3oO'c EC,TVXOUC YE?aCTOV ?EO C. 

45 (m. 2) Ar'p1iAioc Hafctc 'Hp[I[tC-ra]ToC EPIJc8ciwpai TO KEpaI- 
PET1V Ka(i 7o1InCOpat TT' [V 7'r\]CIV TCAV TTp0KEWlEVC0V 

Ko6PCV [?oIPI0V Kal iT [Ev-TaK]ICXEIAICAV, 617rOKEPa- 
I.COV EKCaTOV 7iEVTtI(K[ov-ra], iX6cov EKa-rOV TrEVTfl- 
Kov ra ETri TOU ErTavco pIceo90 [Kal] EKTciKTC)AV KaCl rTapaS&- 

50 cco cbc TrpOKE?1Tal, Ka[i E?TPCOTTJ]Q?C cCAioA6y7ca. AOp1'- 
AIOC COcV O Kai 'Ac [K?'nrriT68c Eypa]y flTEp JTO'J El- 
80iOC ypc,uj.i [aTa, pUVOVTOC TOV] ?\OyOv C'OC EiTaVCO 8ES- 
AcoraL. . . [ 

Foot 

Apparatus Criticus 

3 eaicoroc 6 TrrapXov 1. dPWv 7 KEpa,u'Cfov, possibly two attempts at adding e, one over the 
other 8 1. KaXiiCvc as also line 14 9 I. UTv 10 Triccacal: 2nd. c corr. from o 1. 'OvupvyX1TlK& 
I I1. pupi'6a, -TEvTcaKlcXI/?a and so in lines 23 & 47 I3 1. XaVv6OyEiv I4 1. PENcyEiOv 17 1. 

PVpI&8OC 28 1. EXnTE, /uV 35 trEIcA 1. Tr1SN/Tca 36 1. 06parrEUcipcov cf. B 33 37 1. XEO'JVC 
40 1. YEvOPIEvflc 47 I. PuPiCAV 49 EKT&KTroav: wv corr. from oic 

Commentary 

The hand of A is an upright, rounded and legible cursive similar to P. Ryl. II 176 
-R. Seider, Pallographie der griechischent Papy i i (I967), no. 38 (AzD. 20r/2). 

i AE]gvracpoO-. Before v a mid-trace; almost anytlhing is possible. F. Dornseiff and B. 
Hansen, Riickldufiges TW6rterbuch der- griechischen Eigeninamen (1957), indicate only two 
possibilities, 'AIvvrTapoc anid AEQV7aPOUJ. The latter has a slight edge, there being three 
instances in D. Foraboschi, Oniomzasticont Alterum Papyrologicumn (I967-7), together with 
SB vIII 9997. 47, but only one of the formner, cited in F. Preisigke, Nanenbuch (1922). 
2 ETrITPOTrOU. The two Aureliae must be minors, presumably two young sisters. For 
ETrrrpoTrol in general see L. Mitteis, Griindziige und Chrestomathie der Papyruskuniide (I9I2), 
253-54, R. Taubenschlag, The Law of Greco-Ronancz Egypt in the Light of the Papyri2 (x955) 
and N. Levis, BASP 7 (I970), II6-i8. 
3 EEVE-r=a: in the Middle Toparchy of the Oxyrhynchite nome. 
4 KE [pap'coc o]jvIKo0 KEpap0U: as opposed e.g. to a AETrTrKEoipaPEVuC, maker of fine pottery 
cf. T. Reil, Beitrdge =zur Kennztnis des Gezverbes im2 hellenlistischlen Aegypten (1913), 38. 
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i i ,vpa'5a, and also 1. 17. For the loss of unaccented iota before a back vowel see F. T. 
Gignac, A Grammar of the Greek Papyri of the Roman and Byzantine Periods I (976), 304. 
13-I4 All three words for the clays are rare in the papyri: Xoa.iV6yE10C only in P. Teb. 
342. 27; &dPiO6yEloC to describe a place in P. Lugd.-Bat. II 3. 8; pEX6eyyEOC in P. Ryl. Iv 
573. 6 describing a vineyard and in BGU VII I529. 7 and 1534. 3 in the context of growing 
reeds as vine stakes. 
pEAE[d&]vyEov: v, not y) because the foot of the right vertical is just visible. 
I6 p&TpCp 'AAivilc. Private measures occur frequently (see J. Herrmann, Studien zur 
Bodenpacht im Recht der graeco-aegyptischen Papyri (1958), 103-I05 and D. Hennig, 
Untersuchungen zur Bodenpacht (I967), 13-2i) but these are the first examples of this par- 
ticular one. It is interesting that they appear in two documents from different villages. 
'XMivr) is not a common name; a woman of this name is the central figure in the archive of 
Komon, P. Oxy. XXXVIII 2834-46 (mostly dated to the second half of the first century), 
whose family owned land in several toparchies. Is it far-fetched to wonder if a measure 
named after her was still being used nearly 200 years later on land once in her family ? 
I7 IA[4Jp&8ac: for o)a see Gignac I 287-88. It seems strange if only io,ooo of the I5,000 
4-choes jars are to be coated with pitch but the emphasis of pvupabac piuac and a special 
payment TCrc pvpi6&oc in 1. zi does suggest this. So does the arithmetic: in C, assuming 
that only TETrp&XOc are pitched, the rate is 3 talents per i,ooo jars; here in A it iS 2 * 6 talents 
but disproportionately small at I .7 talents per I,OOO if the pitch is required for 15,000. 

Since a talent = 6o lb, the total quantity of pitch required here is approximately 
i,56o lb = 707 kg. 
i8 cxira&pEi'c here strengthens the case for tlle same word to be read in P. Oxy. XLVI 3267. 12. 

I9 p6vcy, not p6vov. In B and C too pay is reckoned on the basis of the 4-choes jars only. 
29 PaccT&6a;, the usual aor. form of this verb in the papyri; not Pc(CTCcai. See B. G. 
Mandilaras, The Verb in the Greek non-literary papyri (I973), ?301. 2. 

33 The same provision about handing over the jars on the drying-floors is made in P. Teb. 
342. 22. 

35 Trl8ico: not elsewhere in the papyri. It is a rare word, the more common form being 
7T6Uco, cf. TLG and LSJ, s.v., translated by the latter as ' gush forth '. Here it must mean 
'leaking'. 
36 eEparEvcivcov. B and C show that this is an error for 0EpaEVuci,ucov. For the assimilation 
of the mu to the final nu see Mayser I I2, i65. Probably addendum lexicis; it is not given in 
LSJ, F. Preisigke, J'Vdrterbuch d. gr. Papyrusurkundent (I 925-), Onomasticon, H. van 
Herwerden, Lexicon Graecum (i9io), Du Cange, Glossariumnt miiediae et infinmae graecitatis 
(i688) or E. A. Sophocles, Greek Lexicon (I887). TLG curiously lists the word with the 
meanings ' medicabilis, sanabilis' but gives no citations. Although adjectives in -Iwoc 
commonly had an active meaning (see C. D. Buck and W. Petersen, A Reverse Index of 
Greek Nouns and Adjectives (1944), i85), in medieval and modern Greek they have largely 
taken the place of verbals in -TOC. The context here demands a passive sense. -cIwoc is 
a productive form of suffix, see L. R. Palmer, A Grammar of the Post-Ptolemaic Papyri 
(1946), x6 and 27. 
<(i>>rncCvS0v. Without the initial E a vox nihili. The correct form is given in B and C. In 
the papyri and elsewhere it is used in its passive sense of people who are infirm or disabled. 
Its use for an inanimate object, here of jars that are ' seconds ', is new. P. Oxy. xiv I631. I6 
and n. refers to the ' ringing' of jars to test them. 
37 xNAouv. For confusion in the gen. between o- and s-stem nouns see Mayser I 276. 
42 KVpia. See M. Hassler, Die Bedeuting der Kyria-Klazusel (I960), z8 ff. For the English 
translation ' irrefutable' see H. J. Wolff, ZRG go (Ix973), 373. 
47 K0tJ5pPcov. Here and in B and C KOvya is synonymous with &r?ompapa. 
51 'A c [KA1Tarn&rTc. The alias is supplemented from P. Oxy. xiv I636. 44-45, a photograph 
of which shows that the scribe is the same in both cases. A scribe of this name appears 
in P. Mich. iii i65. 5-7 (A.D. 236) but so little of his writing survives that I am uncertain 
from the photograph (pl. II, 2) that he is the same person. 
53 After -?AcoTal the tops of two or three letters ? 
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Translation 

'To Aurelia Leontarous (?) and Aurelia Plousia and however she is styled through 
Aurelius ... odorus their guardian from Aurelius Paesis son of Hephaestas and Thaisous 
who lives in the village of Senepta, a potter who makes wine jars. Of my own free will I 
undertake to take on lease for a period of two years from the current month Thoth of the 
present seventh year the pottery for the making of wine jars which belongs to you in the 
large farmstead of your estate around Senepta together with its store rooms, kiln, potter's 
wheel and the other equipment on condition that each year I make for you, fire, re-fire and 
coat with pitch what are termed Oxyrhynchite four-choes jars to the number of i 5,000, I50 
double ceramia and I50 two-choes jars, while you provide the friable earth, the sandy and 
the black earths, sufficient firing material for the kiln, water for the cistern and for coating 
with pitch 26 talents of pitch in weight by the measure of Aline for the io,ooo jars and 
I provide for myself sufficient potters, assistants and stokers and receive for the price of the 
single ceramia only, 32 drachmas per ioo and as special payment for the io,ooo jars two 
ceramia of wine and two ceramia of sour wine. The total payment of 4,800 drachmas I shall 
receive annually in the following instalments, from Thoth to Pachon 400 drachmas a month, 
in Payni and Epeiph for re-firing 500 drachmas a month and in Mesore the remaining 2oo 
drachmas. If over and above the aforesaid number f make other jars and you have need of 
them, you will be able to take them provided I receive from you the equivalent price and 
the pitch and the other things in the same way as for the aforesaid number. If my under- 
taking is confirmed, I shall hand over the aforesaid jars on the drying floors of the said 
pottery from the winter manufacture, well fired and coated with pitch from the foot to the 
rims, not leaking and excluding any that have been repaired or are blemished, each four- 
choes jar holding up to the rim 20 Maximian cotylae and at the end of the period I shall 
hand over the said pottery free from ash and sherds. The right of execution is as is proper 
and the account of whatever I may appear to owe shall remain outstanding. The under- 
taking is irrefutable and in answer to the formal question I gave my assent. The 
seventh year of the Imperator Caesar Marcus Antonius Gordianus Pius Felix Augustus, 
7th Thoth.' (2nd hand) ' I, Aurelius Paesis, son of Hephaestas, have taken the pottery on 
lease and shall carry out the making of the aforesaid I5,000 jars, I50 double ceramia and 
150 two-choes jars for the above price and special payments and I shall hand them over as 
aforesaid and in answer to the formal question I gave my assent. I, Aurelius Theon, also 
called Asclepiades, wrote for him because he is illiterate. The account is outstanding as 
specified above.' 

Discussion 

All three leases are taken out by individual potters for one or two years for the use of a 
pottery and its equipment and the making of considerable quantities of wine amphorae. 
Although land and house leases are numerous, those of other types of property are rarer.2 
Only three, or possible four, pottery leases have so far been published: two are late, P. 
Lond. III 994, p. 259 from Hermopolis, dated A.D. 5I7, apparently a Io-year lease for I/I4 of 
a pottery, and P. Cairo Masp. I 67I 0 from Aphroditopolis (A.D. 565) for 1 of a pottery for 
life.3 P. Teb. II 342, a report on confiscated property of the late second century A.D., contains 
the terms of a lease of a pottery and some of the same terminology as occurs in the present 
texts. The only Oxyrhynchus document is P. Mert. II 76 (A.D. i8i), a lease of part of a 
workshop which may be a pottery, but the reading is doubtful and in any case there are 
no specific ' pottery ' words. 

Leases for short periods up to about five years are the norm for the Roman period.4 

2 See the bibliography and lists in 0. Montevecchi, 
Aegyptlus 2I (I94I), 287-90 and La Papirologia (I973), 
2I6 and 2i8. 

3 Dr. K. Worp has kindly pointed out to me that 
among the Vienna papyri there is another pottery 
lease (inv. no. G I 6723) from Hermopolis, dated 
probably to A.D. 3I6, Nvhich he hopes to publish 

shortly. It has already been referred to in P. Land- 
listen, pp. I7-I8; BASP I6 (I979), I66 and ZPE 30 
(I978), 242. 

4 See Taubenschlag, Law2, 268-9, S. Waszynski, 
Die Bodenpacht (1905), 90-i and Herrmann, ibid., 
89-9I. 
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Property leases usually begin, as here and in B and C, with the new year, although the 
contract may be drawn up before or after i Thoth (29 August), (see e.g. P. Oxy. XLIV 3200. 
6-7n.). All three leases are in the standard hypomnema form. This, as opposed to the 
private protocol, only began to predominate at Oxyrhynchus in the third century; by the 
end of the century it was the invariable form.5 The sequence of clauses is quite regular for 
leases of real estate (see the clauses listed in P. Yale 69 and 70) with the additions, however, 
necessary to cover the supply of materials and labour and the payment of wages to the lessee. 
The usual rent and rent payment clauses are therefore replaced by stipulations about the 
provision of jars by the lessee. Though in the form of leases, the documents are in effect 
labour contracts; compare those for ' labour in vineyards ' in P. Oxy. xiv I63I ; i692 and 
XLVII 3354. 

Potters appear in a number of papyri from the city and nome of Oxyrhynchus.6 A 
guild of potters of earthenware pottery is mentioned in P. Oxy. XXXI 2570. IO-I2 (A.D. 329) 
but as far as we know there was no ' Potters' Quarter '. 

The detailed elaboration of the terms of these three leases, which are often the same in 
each though differently ordered, is paralleled in the leases for ' labour in vineyards ' men'- 
tioned above. The lessor supplies the pottery, store-rooms, wheel, kiln and other equip- 
ment, clays, firing-rniterial, water and pitch, the lessee the workmen (only specified in 
A I8-i9 and B but piesumably the same applied in C); and the lessee is to manufacture 
specific numbers of 8-choes, 4-choes and 2-choes jars. 

Their quantity is strikingly large; in return the lessee received a certain amount per 
100 4-choes jars and a special payment of wine and/or lentils, possibly covering the 2-choes 
and 8-choes jars for which he does not seem to have earned a money payment: 

2-choes 4-choes 8-choes 
jars jars jars 

A I50 I5,000 150 
B 35 8,ooo I00 
C I5 4,000 100 

per I00 Total 
4-choes money Special 

jars payment payments 

A 32dr. 4,800dr. 2 ceramia of wine, 
2 ceramia of sour wine 

B 32 2,560 [z ceramia of sour wine, 
I artab of lentils (n. 7)] 

C 36 1,440 i ceramion of sour wine, 
i artab of lentils 

The quantities of jars, and hence the amount of payment, in B and C should be multi- 
plied by three and four respectively to get a true picture of the capacity of these two potteries 
(i.e. 24,000 4-choes jars and 7,680 dr. in B and i 6,ooo jars and 5,760 dr. in C). In the former 
the lessee takes on lease a third of the pottery, in the latter a quarter and it is reasonable to 
assume that in each case similar leases were drawn up with the owners of the other parts. 

5 See H. J. Wolff, Proc. XIV Int. Cong. Pap., 
Oxford (I 974), 3 50-5 1, id., Das Recht der griechischeni 
Papyri Agyptens (1978), 117-19, H. Comfort, 
Aegyptus 14 (1934), 286-7 and Herrmann, ibid., 
25-39- 

6 See the list given by E. Constantinides in her 
publication of a letter from a creditor to a recalcitrant 

potter in Cg 44 (i969), 101-5 (now - P. Oxy. XLI 
2996). Her confidence that P. Teb. 342. 22-23 iS 
evidence for temple potteries at Oxyrhynchus is 
misplaced because the vital word eEou is doubtfully 
read. For a general discussion of the pottery industry 
in Egypt in the Graeco-Roman period see Reil, ibid., 
37-46. 
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The cash payments were made over in instalments as the work progressed through the 
year : 

Operation Month(s) Payment in Drachmas 

A Thoth-Pachon (9 months) 9 x 400 = 3f600 
(August-May) 

Firing Payni, Epeiph 2 x 500oIo = 000 
(May-July) 

l\lesore 200 
(July-August) 

4,800 

B Advance payment(?) 700 
Thoth-Tybi (5 months) 5 X 200 = 1,000 

(August-January) 
Mecheir 300 

(January-February) 
Firing Epeiph, Mesore 56o(?) 

(June-August) 
2,56o 

The varying size of the instalments through the year presumably relates to the different 
tasks in the potters' workshops which required more or fewer workmen. Potters no doubt 
arranged the heavier part of their schedule to coincide roughly with periods of less activity 
on the land. 

An idea of the social status and wealth of the lessors can be gained from B and C. The 
lessee in both is the same potter, Claudianus, a dependant of the gymnasiarch, Septimius 
Eudaemon; he is probably to be identified with the Claudianus of P. Oxy XXXI 26I6 (post 
A.D. 244-9) who issues a note to a subordinate instructing him to hand over 500 jars for 
which he has already received the order. Moreover, external evidence shows that Aurelia 
Apia, the lessor of C, is the sister of Septimius Eudaemon, the lessor of B. Aurelia Apia is 
the daughter of Septimius Serenus, an ex-exegetes and ex-prytanis, also known from P. Oxy. 
XXXVIII 2854, A.D. 248,.8 where he is mentioned as father of Septimius Eudaemon, gym- 
nasiarch and councillor. Since in that document Eudaemon resigns all his property to avoid 
serving as eutheniarch, his mother and/or father must have died between A.D. 248 and 26o, 
the date of B, as a result of which he inherits property; part of this he is now letting out on 
lease. He also appears in P. Oxy. xx 2271. I,9 dated to the mid-third century, where he is in 
addition a public banker, and P. Oxy. Hels. 25. IO, A.D. 264. His father is attested also in 
P. OXY. XLVII 3365. 4 (= Coil. Pap. i no. 65), dated to some time after 22 May, 24I, in which 
he is recorded as having bought a large amount of property, 93 I9/24 aroturas, in A.D. 238. 
None of those lots is apparently the estate around Sennis mentioned in B and C. It seems 
highly likely that the pottery in both documents is the same. In C Apia has a fourth share 
of an estate described as ' Mother's', while in B Eudaemon has a third share of the pottery 
held jointly rrpoc ToCiC &&?XpoCc on their estate; &8&Xpo%c surely includes sisters. 
Eudaemon is thus attested twice as holder of the office of gymnasiarch: in A.D. 248/9 and 
260/I. It is not certain that he was in office in A.D. 264 since P. Oxy. Hels. 25. IO could read 
yvpvactapX [icavToc or yUvvaaCipX [ou. 

It is worthwhile to attempt to elucidate the words for the pottery clays. The same terms 
are used in each lease but in slightly differing arrangement from which I take it that xouic is 

I C is too damaged for the individual instalments 
to be deciphered. In each lease there is a stipulation 
that the potter shall make and coat with pitch addi- 
tional jars in return for the necessary materials and 
payment in money or in kind (A 27-31); in B the 
special payments are for this purpose rather than for 

the original quantity. 
8A. K. Bowman, The Town Countcils of Roman 

Egypt (1971), 135. 
P p. J. Sijpesteijn, Liste des Gymnasiarques (I967), 

no. 430 and P. Theon, Appendix A and Bowman, 
ibid., 143. 
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qualified by three adjectives: A 13-14 XOvv Xav6yiov/Kai &.pp6yE10V Kai PEA[&]yyE10V; B 
XOVV/I.?CVyl9V, &PI6tV9y, Xavv6ytov and C xou[v pEA&yy]1?y, Xavv6yElov, &PPtyEio(v). 
All three terms are rare, and only one is employed elsewhere in a pottery context. P. Teb. 
342. 27, has the phrase, EIc &KCKaq)hV Xooc Kal XavOyEiov Kal a&pjou, but the editor of the 
text makes no comment about its interpretation. 

A. Lucas 10 defines two types of Egyptian pottery clays, firstly an alluvial clay from the 
Delta and Nile which is brown or black when wet but brownish-grey when dry and brown 
or red after firing, secondly a brownish-grey marl which fires grey. D. Arnold 11 adds a 
third type, a mixture of the other two. Nile clay has a fairly high proportion of silica, iron 
oxide, organic matter, sand and various stone particles, usually occurring as a natural 
compound. The clays of the second group contain less silica but a significantly higher 
proportion of calcium carbonate. In this group, however, there is an important distinction 
(Arnold, ibid., 396), not made by Lucas and the earlier literature, between the marl from 
Qena and Ballas in Upper Egypt which has an admixture of sand but no organic matter and 
fires a greenish-buff, and the marls from elsewhere characterized by a high proportion of 
quartz, feldspar and calcareous matter and by a pinkish colour in the centre of the pottery 
when fired. Although the former type of marl is the only one extracted in modern Egypt, 
there are a large number of suitable beds rich in lime on the edges of the Nile Valley which 
were exploited in antiquity.12 The mixed clays of the third type occur in various forms, two 
of which are discussed in detail by C. Hope in a forthcoming article.13 He says, ' The 
identification of the fabrics that belong to this group is still a little uncertain, but two distinct 
fabrics have been isolated which are probably the result of mixing siliceous iron-bearing Nile 
clays with calcareous desert marls.... As yet, it is not entirely certain whether this type of 
clay could occur naturally, being the result of secondary deposition of calcareous material in 
a siliceous Nile clay, or whether it is an artificial product of the potter's hand.' 

Since the available native clays will have remained the same, these analyses can be 
linked with the Greek text. Xoirc PEAciyyEIoc is clearly the Nile alluvial clay, readily obtain- 
able at Oxyrhynchus, and Xorc XauvoyEIoc, translated by LSJ as 'friable earth ', a desert 
marl. xouc a&pv6uyEtoc is presumably a temper or binder of some sandy material such as 
quartz grains used to reduce the porosity of the clay and lower the sintering point, i.e. the 
point to which the clay has to be fired.14 The phrasing of the Greek implies that the mixture 
of the alluvial clay and desert marl is artificial and not natural. Dr. Hope notes that one of 
the two mixed clays used in the Malkata pottery, which usually fires red with a greyish-red 
core, is the one most commonly used for the amphorae from that site. 

The manufacture of the pots took place during the winter and the whole process was 
finished by Epeiph (June-July) in time for use in the wine harvest. The season for this was 
by no means as fixed as C. Ricci makes out when she assigns it to Mesore,'5 but could be 
between mid-July and mid-September. The manufacturing process (Lucas, ibid., 368-72) 
began with the removal of small stones from the clay. The ' cistern' of A I5 must be the 
vessel to which water and temper were added and in which workmen trampled the clay to 
bring it to the right consistency. After the jars had been made on a wheel (cf. 7rf\&cat and 
7rrVctc in A 9, 28, 34, 46), they needed to be dried before firing to prevent the rapid vapori- 
zation of water in the kiln from rupturing them. This is evidently the purpose of the 
4'vyIoi (A 33).16 

10 Ancient Egyptian Materials and Industries, 4th. 
edition, ed. J. R. Harris (i962), 368. 

I" Lexikon der Agyptologie, ed. W. Helck and E. 
Otto (5972-), s.v. Keramik, 394 ff. 

12 K. W. Butzer, JNES 33 (1974), 377-82 and C. 
Hope, Jar Sealings and Amp horae of the I8th 
Dynasty: A Technological Study (I978), 72-74. I am 
greatly indebted to Dr. Hope for discussing these 
leases with me and guiding me through the biblio- 
graphy on clay types. 

13 ' The XVIIIth Dynasty Pottery from Malkata' 
will appear in Ani Introduction to Ancient Egyptian 
Pottery to be published by the German Archaeo- 

logical Institute in Cairo. 
14 See A. B. Searle and R. W. Grimshaw, The 

Chemistry and Physics of Clays and other Ceramic 
Materials (I959), 399. 

' La Coltura della vite (I924), 55-6. 
18 For a detailed discussion with figs. of the types 

of kilns and potter's wheels see R. Holthoer, New 
Kingdom Pharaonic Sites: the Pottery. The Scandi- 
navian Joint Expedition to Sudanese Nubia 5:i 
(I977), 28-37 and for the excavation of kilns of the 
Roman period e.g. K. Michalowski, Annales du 
service des anitiquite's de 1')8gypte 57 (I962), 49-57. 
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The fourth stage was the firing. Two words are used in the papyri which might bear 
this meaning: 6'mTrfcai and UrroKavcai and the corresponding substantives, O6wrrCIC and 
U-rr6Kavcic (cf. A 9-10, 25 and 34). In technical descriptions of this kind it is to be assumed, 
I think, that the words are not synonymous and that each has a specific meaning. Either the 
two terms occur together or oTrTaco (or OTrTTTCIC) is used alone, especially in the description 
of the jars at the end of manufacture, KOaMVC cbrrrTpEva Kati ?Trr1CCOKO-r?lVa. Since this 
seems to be more significant than ulrroKaico, it must surely refer to the firing and is indeed the 
normal meaning of the word in this context, cf. e.g. Hdt. I I79. Although OTnr&CA is some- 
times used of baking in the sun's heat, cf. Plut. 298B, Xeni. Oec. i6. 13 and Bion 6. 12, 
KaAcOc 60YrTT?lpEVa has to mean ' well fired' and not 'well dried', and cannot refer to the 
earlier process conducted on the yuyoioi. Given this and that the simple form YaCJclc is 
elsewhere used for firing, what is implied by the compounded word CrTr6Kauclc? In B and 
C occurs an addendum lexicis, KT[V1C"ricC ' smoking ', together with references to the firing 
material required for it. This supports the conclusion of Lucas, ibid., 372-76, that ware 
described as black, but in fact dark grey, was produced by creating dense smoke in the 
kilns after firing and not by the reduction of red oxide of iron to black oxide. This technique 
had no doubt developed from an attempt to cover up accidental smoke stains. OnroiaOcai 
is probably then to be referred to the introduction of firing material under the pots for the 
KarrvtcII6c. The firing material (A 15) was most likely chaff.17 A. E. Hanson has published 
a document of A.D. I56/57 from Oxyrhynchus which is a request from an overseer of an 
estate for payment on the transport of chaff intended for the firing of jars.'8 In the light of 
this and the interpretation of the clay types I doubt Constantinides' view that the chaff in 
P. Oxy. 2996. IO was primarily used as a temper rather than as fuel. 

The final stage in manufacture was the coating of the jars on the inside with pitch, 
(cf. A io, i6, 34-5). For the Graeco-Roman and Coptic periods, but not earlier, there is 
plenty of evidence for this practice.19 In an interesting letter from the Zenon papyri, 
P. Cairo Zen. III 5948I (=PSI II 441), a potter employed by Zenon warns his employer that 
some potters may be wasting pitch by coating the interiors of the jars twice over. The 
papyri here and elsewhere refer clearly to pitch, but C. C. Edgar, in a note on this Zenon 
papyrus, quotes Lucas who had analysed the black coating on some Graeco-Roman jars 
and found, ' [that it is] a true resin, i.e. not gum-resin, and is neither pitch nor bitumen. 
Wine stored in a jar so treated would acquire a slight flavour of resin, such as that imparted 
to much modern Greek wine by the deliberate addition of resin, and it is suggested that the 
present practice originated from the acquired taste due to the old necessity to use resin in 
order to make the wine-jars impermeable.' Pliny, N.H. I4. 25 mentions pitch ad vasa vino 
condendo. 

Pitch occurs frequently in accounts, cf. P. Oxy. XXXI 2580, especially in connection 
with pottery and the wine industry,20 but also as a medicine and for water-proofing. The 
price of pitch rose steeply in the latter half of the third century, from 7idr. a talent in the 
earlier half to 240dr. in A.D. 255 and 3,400dr. in 279 (see P. Oxy. 2580. 2-3n.). P. Cairo 
Masp. I 67IIO. 38 mentions a ' pitch oven ' as part of a pottery. 

We cannot tell whether the pitch used by the potters here was wood or mineral pitch. 
R. J. Forbes 21 refers to places in Ethiopia and on the Red Sea coast where there were 
apparently oil seepages in antiquity and hence a possible source for pitch. Indeed the potter 
in C seems to have had some at least of his pitch from this area; the lessor is to supply him 
with CTEpEa' T&AaVTra b8Oaa cv TpwaBiciac TrO i' [pi]cu XipflTKC TO irICU. The same 
descriptive terms for pitch appear in P. Oxy. XXXI 2570. 23-25 (A.D. 329): 

iTiccllc lfpa-c .... 
T1KflC K8v(Thvapfov) a... [ 

Tp [. ].a[. .]. ac K? [v (Tvap{ov). 
with the note, ' After (11pac: o-p! [ could be read.' 

17 See Preisigke, W6rterbuch, s.v. Ka(ICilOC and 
KaO1ClC. 

I" Le monde grec, Hommages a Claire Preaux (I975), 

609-IO; now = P. Theon i2. 
19 See H. E. Winlock and W. E. Crum, The 

Monastery of Epiphanius at Thebes I (1926), 79 and 

Fouilles franco-polonaises, Tell Edfou I ( 937), 124. 
20 e.g. P. Oxy. XIV 1754; XVI 19I3. 29-32; 

XXXI 2570 ii; XLI 2996. 33; BGU II 884; P. Cairo 
Zen. III 5948I. 

21 Studies in Ancient Technology I (1955), 26-7. 
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A photograph confirms that the lines can now be read: 
Triccr1c {pac ljiCl- 

T-KnC K?V(Trnvapiov) a... [ 
TPc.aoa [7-]9cfac Km [v(Tflvapfov 

Ei (or si)prTym6c is used of olive oil in P. Oxy. VII 1070. 29-30 and XXIV 2433 verso iii zi, etc. 
In neither text is the word explained but W. Pape-G. E. Benseler give as one of the locations 
of ilptc, ' Name des Nils zwischen Syene u. Meroe '.22 That olive oil came from this area, 
part of Aethiopia (Strabo i7. I. 53), is confirmed by Dioscorides (De Materia Medica I I05. 
i and 6) who mentions fl A1iio-rnud ?caia. TpcoaUcioc is new in the papyri. The only 
example of the word I can find is in Hesychius of AMiletus 23 where it is used to describe the 
headlands outside Constantinople. This hardly seems relevant here. I am tempted by the 
idea that it somehow conceals or is a corruption of an adjective from, TpcoyXo8urrai (also 
spelled without the lambda) who live directly east of this stretch of the Nile, on the Red 
Sea coast and whose commerce with Egypt is attested by Strabo 17. I. 13. The two papyri 
containing the word do not, however, support this. 

In all three leases the jars to be made are described as 'O0UPUYXiTnKCa. The only other 
instances of ' Oxyrhynchite 'jars I have found are P. Teb. 342. 22-23, (SC. KOJqC) pECT' 

TreTrAgc1IEva 'rr?A&CsCoc xsw1pplVn~Cn~ 'WO p.rX(dmI ) KEpaPElJV 8EUJ9, and PSI xii 
1249. I9-20 and I252. 10-IO , a ?CTIV TETpO6cXco 0vUpvyXEITIKa [XE-y]6-/iisva. In the last 
two and in the present texts the term seems to be applied only to 4-choes jars. Clearly it 
indicates a particular style or pattern of jar, but whether the smaller and larger sizes were 
also to be of the same style is doubtful.24 'OJUPUYX(8{T) in the Tebtynis papyrus (why -??) 
should probably now be expanded as '0VPuJyX(ElTlK4S). The phrasing here and in A 37-38 
does not point to the liquid measure, the 'OivP1JYX{Tiov (cf. e.g. P. Mich. xi p. 87). As it 
was used at Tebtynis, the pattern must have been well known.25 

From A 10-12 and 20 where the TETp6)(oa are referred to as &Tr?oKepaIia, the ratio of 
the sizes of Sixoa, TETpcXo(a and 8ITr?AoKEpapa is seen to be : I : 2, with a KEp&i.oV holding 
4 choes. Wine was normally measured by the KEpa'piov. For this and the single ceramion/ 
double ceramia ratio see W.O. I 759 ff. At that time Wilcken considered the ceramion to be 
a fixed quantity of liquid, of 8 choes, but since then P. Petrie III 70(a) i has shown that it 
was variable in size, in that particular instance measuring 5, 6, 7 or 8 choes. Ceramia of 
4 choes are not uncommon. 

The capacity of the 4-choes jars required here is specified precisely in 11. 37-38 at 20 
Maximian cotylae. This is, however, rendered somewhat confusing by comparison with 
PSI 1252. 9-IO (cf. 1. IO n.), the only other reference I know, where similar Oxyrhynchite 
4-choes jars are said to contain I 5 Maximian cotylae! In a note on tllis A. Segre says that a 
4-choes ceramion from Oxyrhynchus 9 I 49 1., a chous of wine = 4 852 1., a Maximian 
cotyle = 1/15 of 19 4I 1. = I 1294. Since a chous, he continues, =IO Ptolemaic minas 
-I5 Roman pounds, a Maximian cotyle is a liquid measure equivalent to the weight of 
4 Roman pounds of water. He suggests that it was a measure introduced by a Roman 
oucia. Apart from the fact that I am doubtful about his interpretation of the capacity of the 
chous, based as it is on an equivalence in SB v 7647 26 of the Attic chous to a measure that 
is specifically described as Arsinoite, his figures for the Maximian cotyle must be wrong, 
since in the present text it is I/20 ceramion. All this strongly suggests that the chous was 
of variable capacity, sometimes defined by reference to a measure of fixed capacity. A nice 
example of the general imprecision about measures is P. Lugd.-Bat. XVII 4. 9-I I where 

22 Wdrterbuch der griechischen Eigenntamen (I884), 
S.V. 

23 Miller, FGH IV 153-4; see Pape-Benseler, s.v. 
24 Cf. other adjectives from place names, e.g. 

Kvif8ov and P68=ov for shapes and sizes of jars; 
see H. C. Youtie, Scriptiunculae I (I973), 255. 

26 For the bewildering variety of possible amphora 
shapes and styles see e.g. AlTthodes classiques et 
m6thodes formelles dans l'6tude des amphores, Collection 

de l'eicole franfaise de Rome 32 (1977), plates passim 
and for Graeco-Roman Egypt in particular Fouilles 
ftanco-polonaises, Tell Edfou I (I937), pl. 36; id., ii 
(1938), pI. 27; id., III (1939), fig. 226 and pl. 37. 
The only published representation of an amphora 
from Oxyrhynchuts is a small drawin-g in W. F. 
Petrie, Tombs of the Courtiers and Oxyrhynkhos 
(I025), pI. XLVIII no. 17. 

2U = BRL i8 (I934), no. I1, pp. 122-4. 
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wine is to be measured P8Trpcp c av' TIV E6&VTXT'Ctv rroiowpqn. V. Grace points out how 
various local standards existed simultaneously and even that in the same place a standard 
jar was of different capacity at different periods." 

After a detailed discussion of the texts it is worthwhile to consider more general ques- 
tions, even if only the most tentative and speculative answers can be given. For what pur- 
pose were the jars made ? What quantity of wine would be needed to fill them- ? What 
size of estate would produce the necessary quantity of wine ? For whom was it intended ? 
If not for consumption in Oxyrhynchus or the nome, how was the wine transported ? 
What size of labour force would be needed to manufacture so many jars ? 

It is safe to assume since the potteries are on the lessors' estates (cf. A 6), since there is 
a clause dealing with the need for extra jars (A 27-28) and since the lessors of B and C are 
known to belong to a family owning considerable estates, that the wine jars were made for 
bottling the wine produced from the lessors' own vineyards. 

I hesitate to estimate the capacity of the jars produced because of my doubts about 
Segre's figures; but if hiis figure of I9. 4I 1. for a 4-choes jar is used (and leaving aside the 
2-choes and 8-choes jars which may not have been used for long-term storage), the 15,000 
4-choes jars of A would have needed to fill them 291,I50 1. of wine - 64,053 gallons. A. 
Sichel considers that though Egypt has a climate suitable for vine growing, it produces 
much less than might be expected.28 Its 3I sq. miles of vineyards (=I9,840 acres 8,029 
hectares) ought to produce 6 million gallons of wine (i.e. in the region of 300 gallons per 
acre). If the yield in the Graeco-Roman period were nearer this level, 64,053 gallons ought 
therefore to be the produce of 212 acres (-86 hectares = 3I2 arouras). This is a con- 
siderable area of land but need not of course have been one estate; one pottery could serve 
several smaller estates owned by the same person. 

Such quantities of wine could not be consumed on the estate(s) alone but whether it 
was for the use of the inhabitants of the town and nome of Oxyrhynchus or partly or wholly 
for use further afield is quite unclear. We have no idea of the local population beyond 
Flinders Petrie's estimate that the theatre at Oxyrhynchus could hold I 1,200 spectators and 
that from P. Ryl. IV 594 it seems that 5,000-6,000 people (i.e. more than I,ooo taxpayers) 
lived in a single village of the Arsinoite nome in the middle of the second century. The 
population of a metropolis and its surrounding villages would have been much higher.29 

Some vine we know was transported outside the nome. A contract was drawn up in 
A.D. 257 (P. OXy. XLIII 31ii) between a ship master and inspectors of the m-ilitary annona 
for the transport of 8oo ceramia of wine at a cost of 8o dr. per ioo ceramia from the port of 
the Oxyrhynchite nome to the port of Cleopatra in the Heracleopolite nome; it was 
then to be delivered to the legion stationed there. Similarly a letter of A.D. 3I6 (P. Oxy. 
XVII 21 I4) concerns an order for wine transported from the Thebaid to the Heptanomia for 
the annona militaris. The wine here may have been for a similar purpose; if so it would 
have been transported down the Bahr Yusuf, the tributary of the Nile that flows past 
Oxyrhynchus. 

A calculation of the number of workmen employed in the pottery can give only an 
idea of scale and is made more uncertain by the high inflation rate in the later part of the 
third century. In A the total amount paid to the lessee is 4,800 dr. On the basis of R. P. 
Duncan-Jones' figures for the price of wheat in Roman Egypt,30 this would pay for 400 
artabas of wheat at I2 dr. an artaba (the price at Theadelphia in A.D. 254(?)) = 8,8oo kg., 
i.e. 400 artabas x 29 2 1. x 3 kg. (the specific gravity of wheat).31 In a recent article32, 
K. Hopkins has used wheat to express the total consumption of food, clothing, housing, 
etc., needed for minimum subsistence and calculates that this amounts to 250 kg. wheat 
equivalent per person/year. If a family is taken as numbering on average 4 people, 8,8oo kg. 
would support 9 families. This of course makes no allowance for the potter's profit or for 

27 ' Statndard Pottery Containers ', Hesperia, Suppl. 
8 (i949), 175-89. 

28 The Penguin Book of Wines (2nd. revised ed. 
1972), 245. 

29 See E. G. Turner, JEA 38 (1952), 8I. 

IO Chir-on 6 (1976), 253. 
31 For the size of an artaba see Duncan-Jones, 

ibid., 257. 
32 RS 70 (3 980), I 8. 
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the evidently seasonal nature of the work with an increase in the number of workmen hired 
at particular times of year. If wheat is reckoned at a price of 24 dr. an artaba, which it had 
reached in Oxyrhynchus by A.D. 269, the numbers above will be halved. 

Thus the texts, though defying a complete interpretation as the speculations above 
demonstrate, give us a fascinating and detailed insight into the workings of one of the most 
important and productive of Egyptian industries and an understanding of a process which 
may well have had parallels in other parts of the Empire. 

University College London 
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